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WREATH PRODUCTS INDEXED BY PARTIALLY 
ORDERED SETS 

MARTYN R. DIXON AND THOMAS A. FOURNELLE 

1. Introduction. In his classic paper Wreath powers and characteristically 
simple groups [6], Philip Hall gave a generalized definition of the wreath 
product of an infinite number of permutation groups indexed by a totally 
ordered set. Until this paper, wreath products had usually been described 
as ascending unions of finite wreath products. Hall's generalized definition 
allows one to construct more elaborate wreath products and, in fact, he 
constructs various characteristically simple groups using his definition. 

Hall's definition has itself been generalized by Holland [7] and later by 
Dixon and Fournelle [1, 2] (see also McCleary [10]). As with the standard 
wreath product A l B where one speaks of unrestricted and restricted 
wreath products, Holland's wreath products are unrestricted while those 
of Dixon and Fournelle are restricted. Both, however, consider the situa
tion in which the indexing set is partially ordered rather than totally 
ordered. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend some of the main results of Hall's 
paper [6] to the generalized (restricted) wreath products of [1, 2]. In partic
ular, we let 

W = Wr Gx 

be the wreath product of the permutation groups Gx indexed by the 
partially ordered set A. We say that A is upwardly directed if for all A, 
ju e A, there is a z e A such that X ^ z and ß ^ z. Similarly, we way that 
A is downwardly directed if for all A, fi e A, there is some z e A such that 
z ^ X and z S fJ» We have the following analogues of Theorems A and 
B of [6]. 

THEOREM 1. If A is upwardly directed and has no maximal element and 
if each Gx is non-trivial and transitive, then W = W" and any normal 
subgroup of W is normal in W. 

THEOREM 2. If A is downwardly directed and has no minimal element and 
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each Gx is non-trivial and transitive, then W has no non-trivial finitely 
generated subnormal subgroups. 

While the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are almost direct transcriptions 
of Hall's Theorems A and B, our analogue of his Theorem C has a more 
difficult proof (which may be found in [1]). Specifically, we have: 

THEOREM 3. Suppose 3£ is a class of groups which is closed with respect 
to forming (a)direct powers and (b)split extensions. 

(i) If A is finite and Gx e Xfor all X e A then WeX. 
(ii) If Gx e LU, for all XeA, then W e LU. 

Theorem D of Hall's paper involves automorphisms of wreath powers 
induced by order automorphisms of the indexing set A. We will prove: 

THEOREM 4. If d is an order automorphism of A and if for each X e A 
there is a permutation group isomorphism dx'Gx -> Gx$ which satisfies a 
certain compatibility condition, then there is an automorphism of W which 
restricts on the factor Gx to Ox-

The exact compatibility condition of Theorem 4 is stated in section 4. 
There are two extreme cases here which are of interest. First, suppose 
that each Gx is isomorphic to a given group G. Then we may take d to be 
any order automorphism and each Ox to be (essentially) the identity. The 
induced automorphism is the one discussed by Hall in [6]. Next, we may 
take 6 to be the identity and let Ox be any permutation automorphism of 
Gx. The induced automorphism of W then restricts to Ox on the factor Gx 
(cf. Houghton [8]). 

We also prove : 

THEOREM 5. Let W = Wr^eyl Gx where each Gx is finite. 
(0 If Tx = {ft £ A: fi > X} is finite for all X e A, then W is residually finite. 

(ii) IfUx = {jut A: ju > X or ju < A} is finite for all At A, then W is an 
FC-group. 

By FC-group we mean, of course, a group in which each element has only 
finitely many conjugates. 

As applications of our generalized definition we mention several con
structions. First, for any group G we let A{G) be the finite non-trivial 
subgroups of G ordered by inclusion. Define 

W(G) = Wr GH 
HŒAiG) 

where GH = H considered to be acting on itself by right multiplication. 
By Theorem 3, W{G) is a locally finite group. In fact, if G is an infinite 
locally finite group then W(G) is a locally finite group whose cardinality 
is the same as that of G and which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
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If in addition G contains an element of order p, then it will be shown else
where that W{G) contains an isomorphic copy of (•••(C/> * Cp) l ••• I Cp) 

ft factors 

for all n. Hence, W{G) contains a copy of every finite /?-group(see for 
example Robinson [12] p. 41). If G has an element of order p for all 
primes p, then W{G) has a copy of every finite p-group and is, in the ter
minology of Kegel and Wehrfritz [9, p. 122], enormous. Also, notice that 
automorphisms of G induce order automorphisms of A(G) and isomor
phisms of the finite subgroups of G satisfying the compatibility condition 
of Theorem 4. In fact, if G is periodic then Aut G acts faithfully on W(G) 
(Corollary 4.3). 

Similarly, for any group G we let A*{G) be the set of subgroups of finite 
index in G, ordered by inclusion. Next we set 

W*(G) = Wr GH 
HŒA*(G) 

where GH = G/CoreG(H) acting on itself by right multiplication. Again 
W*{G) is locally finite. By Theorem 5(i), W(G) is residually finite. If G is 
residually finite it will also be shown that Inn G acts faithfully on W*(G) 
(Corollary 4.4). If G is infinite and residually finite, then W*{G) satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 

Finally, in section 6 we prove the following. 

THEOREM 6. For every prime p there exists an infinite, locally finite, 
residually finite, FC-group which is neither Hopfian nor co-Hopfian. In 
addition, this group is of exponent p2, nilpotent, solvable of derived length 
2, and is indecomposible as a direct product of non-trivial subgroups. 

Note that the groups of Theorem 6 could be easily constructed if we 
dropped the requirement that they be indecomposible, for then we may 
just take an infinite direct power of an appropriate finite /7-group. Also, 
the groups of Theorem 6 provide an interesting contrast to some recent 
work of Gupta and Sidki [3, 4, 5]. Specifically, for every prime p they 
construct a 2-generator /?-group which is residually finite, contains an 
isomorphic copy of every finite p-group, and in which every proper 
quotient is finite. 

2. Definitions and Background Results. Let A be a partially ordered set 
and let {(Gh X^): X e A) be a set of permutation groups where each group 
Gx acts on the set Xh For each X we single out an element 1̂  e X^. (In 
many cases Gx will be acting on itself by right multiplication and then 
1̂  will be chosen to be the identity element of Xx = G^.) Now we let X be 
the restricted direct product of the sets Xh that is, X is the collection of 
all "vectors" x = (xÀ)^A where xx = \x for all but finitely many X. 

For xe Xand À e A we define 
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x = 1 (mod X) 

to mean that x^ = lM for all ju > X. Now for x e X and g e Gx we define 
xg = jc if x ^ 1 (mod X) and if x = 1 (mod X) we set xg = y where 

^ = ^ , if fJL ± X 

and 

y i = *;ig. 

The mapping g •-> g is an isomorphism from Gx to a subgroup Gx of 
Sym(Ar), the group of all permutations on X. We define the wreath product 
of the permutation groups (Gh Xx) to be 

W=(GX: XeA> 

considered as a permutation group on the set X. W will be denoted by 
WTXŒA(GX, XX) or by WTXŒAGX when the sets Xx are clearly understood. 
Also, if each Gx is isomorphic with a single G we write W = Wr GA which 
is called the wreath power of G. Note that this is actually Hall's definition 
in [6]. We are merely allowing A to be partially ordered rather than totally 
ordered. As with his definition Wr ;e/1G; is transitive if each Gx is transitive, 
and in this case the choice of 1̂  is irrelevant. 

By a segment of the partially ordered set A we mean a non-empty subset 
r such that for all X e A exactly one of the following holds: either X^T, 
or X < fi for all p. e T7, or X > [i for all fi e T7, or X is unrelated to ju for 
all fi G r. Now suppose that A = \J ^ / A is a disjoint union of segments. 
We may partially order / by setting / < j exactly when there is some X e Z7, 
and ju e T7, with X < ju. If we let X{i) denote the restricted direct product 
of the sets Xx for X e rt and 1,- = ( 1 ^ ) ^ . we have: 

GENERALIZED SEGMENTATION LAW 

Wr (Gx, Xx) cz. Wr (Wr (Gx, X(i))), as permutation groups. 
t^A t£El /le/7,-

Suppose now that A = Ti (j r2 where Ti and /^ are segments and 1 < 2. 
If Gx is transitive for X e r 2 , then W ~ (WrXŒFlGx) l (WrXŒr2Gx\ where 
A I B denotes the standard wreath product of A and B. 

Another useful result is the following. 

GENERAL EMBEDDING LEMMA. Suppose that T is a subset of A with the 
partial ordering inherited from A. Then 

Wr(G r, Xr)^Wr(GhXx) 

and this embedding is as permutation groups. 
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A more complete discussion of the results of this section may be found 
in [1]. 

3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 To prove Theorem 1 we assume that 
W — WrAGylGA where each Gx is non-trivial and transitive, and that A is 
upwardly directed with no maximal element. Now let £ e W. Then there 
are elements Ai, /l2, . . . , Xn e A such that J e L ' where L = (Gk: i = 1, 
2, . . . , «>. Since A is upwardly directed and has no maximal element, 
there exist p, z e A such that A, < p < z for all i. Let K = (Gp, GT>. 
Then <L, K} = L I K ^ W by the General Segmentation Law and the 
General Embedding Lemma. It now follows from Lemma 5 of [6] that 
L' ^ (L I K)". (Note that Lemma 5 of [6] is due to B. H. Neumann 
[11], p. 60.) Hence, £ e W" and therefore W = W". 

The rest of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 will be omitted since they 
follow in precisely the same manner, namely by the Genreal Segmenta
tion Law and the General Embedding Lemma we reduce the proof to 
basic results about standard wreath products which may be found in 
section 3 of [6]. 

4. Automorphisms of Wreath Products Now suppose that 6 is an order 
automorphism of A. Hence, d~l exists and X < ja if and only if W < [id 
if and only if W~l < fid'1. Suppose that for each /I we have 

Ox'- G* -* GM 

Ox'- %x -* Xxe 

where (Ox, Ox) is a permutation group isomorphism between (G^, Xx) and 
(GXd, Xxe). Thus, 

(*xgx)dx = (xxh) (gxOx) 

for all x e X and all gx e G> Further, we assume that \xÖx = Ixe for all 1. 
We then call (0, dx, ÔX)XŒA

 a system of automorphisms for WTXŒAGX, or 
simply a system. Corresponding to such a system we may define a function 
cce'.X -> X by setting 

(xa0)M = (x tf-ty 0-1. 

The following lemma has a purely computational proof which we will 
omit. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let(0, dx, 6x)xŒAand(<f>, ç^, ^>x)x^A^e systems giving rise to 
a e and a^ respectively. Then, 

(i) ctQOLç is induced by the system 

(0<f>, Ox<t>xe, Öx<f>xe)x(EA> 
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(ii) (ocoY1 = OCQ-\ is induced by the system 

(0-\ (fltf-i)-1, ( ^ - i ) " 1 ) ^ , hence, 

(xcce-ùp = x^eidf,)-1, 

and (iii) x ae-i = 1 (mod X) if and only if 

x = 1 (mod Xd). 

If we let A denote the set of all ad induced by systems(0,Ox, dx)x<=A> then 
it follows at once that A is a subgroup of Sym(Jf). We may now prove 
the main result of this section. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. A normalizes W = Wr^^G^ z« Sym(Ar). In particular, 
ifae^A and g ; e Gh then ocd-igxae = gfa, and hence (Gx)ae = Gj* 

PROOF. It suffices to prove that a6-igxad = gxdx- Thus, 13t JC e X and 
assume x = 1 (mod XO). Then >> = x aö-i = 1 (mod X). Let z = ygx. Then 
we have. 

(xad-igxae)M = (z^-O^- i 

= Kyae)M, /Ltd-* * X 

\((xad-i)xgx)6^-h /Ltd'1 = X 

= {(xa9-\ao)p, ßd-1 # X 
~ \(xXd(dx)-igx)d,, fxd-1 = x 

__ ix?, ja ^ X6 

" \(xxe) (gxOxl f* = M 

= (xgtfdM. 

Now if x 9É 1 (mod A0) we also have (xao-igxao)^ = (xgxdx)M = xM for 
all fi and this completes the proof. 

As an immediate corollary we have: 

THEOREM 4. Let 6 be an order automorphism of A, and for each X^A 
let (dx, dx)' (Gx, Xx) -• (Gxe, Xxe) oe a permutation group isomorphism. 
Suppose also that \x6x = ^ufor all X. Then there is an automorphism a 
of the wreath product Wr^^G; such that (Gx)a = Gxe-

We also have two other interesting corollaries. 

COROLLARY 4.3. If G is periodic then Aut G acts faithfully on W(G). 

PROOF. Recall that W(G) is the wreath product of all of the finite sub
groups of G indexed by inclusion. Clearly, automorphisms of G do induce 
systems for W(G) and therefore Aut G does act on W(G). 
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Now suppose that 1 ^ o : e Aut G. Then there is some x e G such that 
xa 7̂  x. Since <x> is finite it is a factor of W(G) on which a acts non-
trivially. Thus, Aut G acts faithfully on W(G) and the proof is complete. 

COROLLARY 4.4. / / G is residually finite then Inn G acts faithfully on 
W*(G). 

PROOF. Inner automorphisms of G induce systems for W*(G) and thus 
Inn G acts on W*(G). Suppose x, ge G and x8 i=- x. Suppose that con
jugation by g induces the identity on W*(G). Then x~lxg = 1 mod N 
for all normal subgroups N of finite index in G. Since the intersection of 
these subgroups is trivial we have x~lxs = 1, which is impossible. Hence, 
non-trivial inner automorphisms of G induce non-trivial automorphisms 
of W*(G). 

5. Residual Finiteness and Finite Conjugacy If W — WrÀÇEAGx we let 

Hr= {geW: (xg), = x,,VxeX,V jueT} 

where T7 is some subset of A. Clearly Hr is a subgroup of W. We say that 
r i s a filter in A if X e F and fi > X implies that p, e T. 

LEMMA 5.1. If T is a filter in A then HP is normal in W, 

PROOF. Since / / 0 = W we may assume that r is non-empty. Let g e Gx 

and h e Hr. If X $ r then g e Hr since g only alters the A-coordinate, if 
any, of any x e X. Hence, g~lhg e Hr. Thus, we assume that X e r. First 
suppose that x & 1 (mod X). Then xg~lhg = xhg = xh. Next suppose 
that x == 1 (mod X). Then x g~l = 1 (mod X). Hence, xg~xh = 1 (mod X) 
and if fieT, p # X, then (xg^hg)^ = (xg~lh)M = (xg"1)^ = x^. Also, 
{xg~lhg)i = X;. Hence g~lhg fixes the /^-coordinate of x for all peT and 
the proof is complete. 

We have an immediate corollary. 

COROLLARY 5.2. If T is a filter in A, then W is a split extension of Hr 

by<G,:Xer>. 

We may now prove Theorem 5(f), for suppose that the filter rx = 
{pe A:p > X} is finite for all X e A and that each GÀ is finite. Then by Co
rollary 5.2 it follows that WjHrx is finite. Furthermore, f] x^A^rx ~ HA = 
1. Hence, W is residually finite. 

COROLLARY 5.3. For all groups G the group W*(G) is residually finite. 

We now will discuss conditions which insure that W is an FC-group, 
that is, a group in which each element has only finitely many conjugates. 
To do this we need two lemmata on conjugacy in wreath products. 

LEMMA 5.4. Let geGx and we W = WrÀŒAGx. Then for each x e X we 
have ju S Hf(xg»)ß =£ xft. 
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PROOF. Let w = gig2 • • • g„ where g{ e GÀr Clearly the result holds for 
n = 1. Thus by induction we may assume (xg"^ ^ xM only for ^ ^ A 
and consider (xg^)^ where heGM and [i £ X. But since {xh"1^)^ = 
(JCÄ-1)^ it follows that {xh'^h)^ = xM and the result follows. 

For X G A we now define Dx to be the set of aììze A such that either 
X è z, or z ^ A, or such that there is a ^ e yl with ju < z and ß < X. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let X e A, we (GM: ju e Dx}, g e Gh and h e Gt where 
z$Dx. Then [g", h] = 1. 

PROOF. Let xe X. Suppose x ^ 1 (mod z). Then xhgw = xgw. Now 
(*£*% = Xp for fi £ X. Hence xg" ^ 1 (mod r) and xgw h = xgw. 

Next suppose x = 1 (mod r). Then for all // > r we have x^ = 1 ,̂ and 
(xh)T = jcrA and (JC/Z)P = xp for p ^ z. Since z $ Dx there is no ^ G DA 

such that r ^ /̂ . In particular, 

(x£r)r = xth 

and (5.1) 

(*£g«% = (xg*)M, for ^ # r. 

Now consider xgw h. By Lemma 5.4. we have (xgw)M = x^ if ju £ X. 
Suppose that JJ, > z. Then ju S X and (xg^^ = x^. Thus, x = 1 (mod z) 
implies that xgw = 1 (mod z). Hence, (xgwh)T = (xgw)T h — xTh and 
(xf^Ä)^ = (xg^p for ju # r. Comparing this with (5.1) we see that 
gwJi = hg*» a n c j the proof is complete. 

As a consequence of this last result if we wish to find all the conjugates 
of g e Gx we need only conjugate g by elements of <5^: fi G Dxy. Now 
let {/j = {fj. G ./l: ^ è /I or ^ ^ X}. Note that if C/A is finite for all X G A 
then Z>; is finite for all X G A. Theorem 5 (ii) now is an immediate conse
quence. 

6. An Example (Proof of Theorem 6) Let Q be the set of integers with 
the following partial ordering: In — 1 > 2«, In — 1 > In — 2 for all 
n. Let L — Wr CQ

p be the wreath power of a cyclic group of order p over 
Q. Let 6 : Ö -> Û be the order automorphism n *-+ n + 2. By Theorem 4, 
0 induces an automorphism ae of L which sends the «th factor to the 
(n + 2)th factor. Now let A be the set of positive integers with the ordering 
inherited from Q and set G = Wr CA

p. Then G g L and ae restricts to a 
monomorphism of G. However, the first two factors of G are not in the 
image of this monomorphism. Hence, G is isomorphic with the proper 
subgroup K = Wr Cr

p where r = {n e A: n ^ 3}. Thus, G is not co-Hop-
fian. Also, T7 is a filter in A and by Corollary 5.2, G is the split extension 
of Hp by K. Consequently, G is isomorphic with the proper quotient K 
and G is not Hopfian. By Theorem 3, G is a locally finite /7-group, and by 
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Theorem 5, G is both residually finite and an FC-group. It will be shown 
elsewhere that G is, in fact, of exponent p2, solvable of derived length 2, 
and nilpotent, but is not a direct product of finite groups (see for example 
[2]). 
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